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Faculty, CSU contract negotiations deadlocked
By Jennifer Ferguson

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

After nearly a year of bargaining over
faculty contracts, the California Faculty
Association and the California State
University system are deadlocked.
The two parties have reached an
impasse which means that further negotiations would not be fruitful, said Jack
Kurzweil, San Jose State University’s
chapter president of the CFA.
"I think under ordinary circum-

stances, one could have made the argument that in the final analysis everybody wants to have a contract,"
Kurzweil said, "but I think the circumstances are no longer normal."
Since the impasse was declared by
CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz on March
28, a state mediator has been brought
in to work out a settlement.
One of the major issues separating
the two sides is Munitz’s plan to adopt
a performance-based pay system. The

current system, which has been In
place for 30 years, guarantees CFA
members an automatic annual cost -ofliving pay increase for as long as they
remain at the university, regardless of
their performance.
Historically, faculty members also
receive automatic step increases, or
what is called merit pay, each year as
they move up the pay scale. At SJSU
these step increases have been frozen
for the past three years. There was one

partial step increase which took place
in 1994.
"We’re working with a limited pool of
resources," said Colleen Bentley-Adler,
the media relations manager for the
CSU system.
"So what the CSU is attempting to do
is to institute a true merit pay proposal
where the faculty who teach well and
do well should be rewarded for that,"
Bentley-Adler said.
"But the union (CFA) would like to

CA

see everybody receive the same
amount," Bentley-Adler said, "so if
you’re doing really well, you’ll receive
the same amount as somebody who
maybe hasn’t changed their teaching
or lecture notes in a long time."
Munitz’s office would not comment
on the contract negotiations, but in an
April 12, CSU press release, Munitz
said, "The performance-based compensation approach by the CS,.) is a model
See CFA, page 8
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Hispanic comedian
values his culture
Performance part of Cinco de Mayo
By Ken Stewart

criminals, and the under-representation of Latinos on teleComedian Willie Barcena vision. He admits that he is
will perform at San Jose not without cultural biases of
State University as part of his own. Recently he did a
Cinco de Mayo festivities tour through the Midwest and
Wednesday in the Morris said, "I thought it was going
to be like Hee Haw."
Dailey Auditorium.
Barcena is developing his
"He’s getting to be very
own sitcom with
well known. He 64
MTV
Produchas been on
tions in associaHBO and MTV," I thought it was
tion with ParaGeorge
said
mount. He has
Gonzales, exec- going to be like
appeared on VHutive director of Hee Flaw.
l’s
"Stand-Up
the Associated
Vkillie Barcena
Students Pro,,..111Y1/11111 Spotlight."
"Caroline’s" and
gram Board.
ft
Born in Mex"Evening At The
ico and raised in the United Improv."
The Cinco de Mayo celeStates, Barcena uses his
experiences from his early bration has been in the plandays in East Los Angeles as ning stages since December.
Carmelita Gutierrez, A.S.
the basis for his comedy.
Board
After bringing Barcena and Program
Multihis two sisters to the Cultural/Classical Arts direcUnited States in search of tor, said she wanted to do
a better life, Barcena’s moth- something because SJSU
er learned to speak English doesn’t always celebrate
and went to school to learn Cinco de Mayo.
Spanish rock band Orixa
skills to make a living while
cleaning houses to support ("Orisha"), "The Band for the
’90s," will be performing a
her children.
Barcena’s motivation stems type of music they call "Rock
from the stereotypical way En Espanol" at the Cinco de
Latinos are depicted on tele- Mayo celebration.
See Barcena. page 7
vision as gang-bangers and
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

High hopes
ABOVE. Suzanne Sotelo, center, follows
the lead of choreographer Melissa
O’Sullivan at the audition for next year’s
Spartan Spectrum Dance Team. The eight
to 10 members chosen for the team will be
based on the movements they perform.
Returning members must audition again.
RIGHT: Senior dance major Melissa
O’Sullivan leads a dance routine during
Thursday night’s tryouts in Washington
Square Hall room 106 for the Spartan
Spectrum Dance Team. The dance team
performs at all SJSU home football games
and travels with the band on road games.

Spartan Daily Staff Report
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A son is born as her husband is dying
SJSU alumna’s photography exhibit combines images of life, death
"Second, it is the best treatment of the mysteries of death
Sara Leith-Tanous’ "What we and the joys of birth that
mean when we talk about I’ve ever experienced. This
love" art exhibit in the San show touched me more strongJose State University Union ly than any other thing I’ve
personal level,
Gallery displays human vul- seen on a
not as a gallery
nerability and
operator."
perseverthe
While Tanous
of
the
ance
It is the best
pregnant
was
human spirit.
with Myles, she
The exhibit Is treatment of the
composed of 28 mysteries of death endured many
hardships. Her
gelatin
silver
sister died of
prints of her son and the joys of
Myles, who Is birth that I’ve ever cancer, her dog
developed a ternow 4 years old,
minal illness and
and her late hus- experienced.
band, Jim.
Ted Geluice her husband Jim
talon Gallery director/curator had
heart
Union Gallery
Two
director/curator
ft surgery.
years later, in
Ted Gehrke said,
"The show is special for two January 1993, Jim was diag(reasons). One, she Is a genius nosed with metastatic cancer.
Tanous had always taken picphotographer. The black and
white photos are head and tures of her husband, but
shoulders above anything else stopped when the effects of his
cancer became visible. Two
I’ve seen,
By Ken Stewart

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

illƒ1111M1111M11111111111-.

months before his death, her
husband urged her to photograph him again,
Tanous used pictures of her
family set within larger pictures

of landscape as a metaphor
for the cyclical nature of our
existence.
"The way she inserts the
See Art, page 6

Cinco de Mayo has been continuously celebrated in
the American Southwest since 1862. At San Jose State
University the celebration continues.
Hispanic organizations on campus have been distributing fliers with the headline "Cinco de Mayo. Come
Celebrate Our Culture."
Throughout the week there will be activities to commemorate Mexico’s victory over the French at Puebla on
May 5, 1862.
Calendar of Events for May 1-5:
Mon.: IRA, Engineering Room 189. 12 to 1 p.m
Tues.:

Aztlan Academy
Folkloric Dancers
Amphitheater, 12 to 1 p.m.

Wed:

Tezkatlipoka
Aztec Dancers
Amphitheater. 12 to 1 p.m
Evening Festivities
Morris Daily Auditorium, 7 to 10 p.m.
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The dying of Jim Tanous was documented by his photographer-wife.
now widow, Sara Leith-Tanous. Thirteen prints, beginning in 1992
until the death of Tanous in 1994, are on display in the front gallery
of Gallery One in the Student Union. Fifteen other prints taken after
Tanous’ death and ending with their son’s third birthday in 1995 are
on display in the foyer and rear gallery.

Thurs.:

Huitzilin
Guest Speaker
Morris Dailey Auditorium II to 1 p.m.

Fri.:

Mariachi l’erla
Amphitheater 12 to I p.m.
Carne Asada
BBQ Pits Ito 3 p.m.

-41
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Editorial

Combat terrorism and protect rights
The bombing of the federal
building in Oklahoma City has
understandably raised fears
among Americans that this
could happen again. In response
to those fears, our political leaders in the nations capital have
vowed to pass tough anti-terrorism legislation.
But we must be careful that
we don’t trample the freedoms
guaranteed by the Constitution
that were fought for in our revolutionary history.
President Clinton has already
got the ball rolling against terrorism. His proposed counterterrorism legislation would,
among other things:

Increase the amount of federal agents working against terrorism.
Try to find a way to use an
additive to make bomb ingredients easier to trace.
Study possible ways to
make fertilizers nonexpolsive.
But there are troublesome
aspects to President Clinton’s
proposals that don’t only have
civil libertarians worried, members of both parties in Congress
are also concerned that some
civil liberties are at stake.
For example, part of Clinton’s
proposal would give the FBI
more latitude in seeking warrants for electronic surveillance.

As Americans, we tend to
take our freedoms for granted.
After all, we live with them every
day and it’s easy to forget that
they are there.
But just as the war on drugs
has eroded some of our property and privacy rights, legislation
passed in an effort to combat
terrorism could denude our civil
rights even more.
We must be careful and find
the balance between added protection against terrorism while
protecting the civil liberties that
many Americans have given
their lives to defend.

Writer’s Forum

Don’t take our freedoms for granted
Freedom and democracy are
values that America’s founders
fought for, and in many cases,
died for. In this last decade, millions around the globe have
massed in movements to overthrow regimes that denied them
these same basic liberties.
Sadly, while the rest of the
world fights for these liberties,
Blair
Americans seem complacently
assuming their own inherited rights; while not
having had to fight to secure them, they seem
unwilling to fight to protect them. America
should learn a lesson from this global revolution.
The history of the last decade reads like a
century of revolution, with empires toppled,
mobs triumphant, and revolutions (political and
economic) sweeping most of the globe.
The Berlin Wall fell, and Germany was re-united. The people of Eastern Europe demanded and
secured their freedom from totalitarian regimes
and Soviet control. Chinese students stood off
threats and tanks for
days before the massacre that ended their
movement, for now.
South and Central
American peoples
have battled corrupt
regimes. Asian nations
have opened markets
and embraced free
enterprise. Several
South Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and
Asian nations
the Philippines have had democratic elections
that changed their governments, marking the
first free elections held in half a century for
most.
Sadly, most Americans only perceive this
global paradigm shift in terms of national security and economic opportunity. If we fail to appreciate. learn from, and apply the lessons of the
global renaissance of freedom, America will be
an unworthy inheritor of the liberties we take for
granted.
The outcome of this world upheaval is still
uncertain as many nations remain bitterly divided in conflict. Many totalitarian regimes remain
that America currently treats as new-found
friends while these nations wear a cloak of economic reform and opportunity that tempts our
greed.

We’ve let down our founders
many times before with our complacency, greed and expediency,
and must not do so again.
In times of war, we’ve abridged
our Constitution to allow the
imprisonment of suspected citizens who might harbor sympathies with the enemy. We’ve
allowed politicians to preach fear
Whitney
and hate from the bully pulpit of
congressional committees. Out of fear of crime,
we’ve allowed law enforcement abuses that have
included unconstitutional seizures of personal
property without criminal charges, let alone convictions.
We will not long retain, or merit, our freedoms and liberties unless we appreciate them.
To appreciate them, we must truly cherish their
meaning, and seek to apply them at home and
abroad.
Americans can never, in good conscience,
make deals with dictators and totalitarian
regimes, no matter
how lucrative the
economic benefits.
And Americans,
individually, will not
merit these rights
unless they fight
constantly to safeguard them for all in
this country, rather
than wait to rally
only when their own particular privileges are
threatened.
America stands, by an inherited tradition of
liberty and freedom, at the lead of a global
renaissance. At the same time, with its tradition
of betraying liberties for situational expediency,
it has abdicated its right to retain these liberties.
We must re-earn our right to liberty by standing up now for internal and international justice.
What we take for granted is something that millions struggle to gain. We can easily lose it without vigilance and appreciation of our basic liberties. Ultimately, we will get what we deserve. If
we fail to act responsibly now, what we deserve
will be tyranny.

We’ve let down our
founders many times
before with our complacency,
greed and expediency
and must not do so again.

Blair Whitney is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Writer’s Forum

Media should not identify people by labels
After seeing the first televised
When I turn on the TV or pick
pictures of the bombing in
up the paper, I see the media
Oklahoma City, my heart felt the
investigating militia groups and
pain and frustration the victims
labeling them as paranoid and
and their families were going
extremist.
through.
Although this must be true in
Then I watched as the news
some cases, we shouldn’t label
media tried to piece together who
people just because of their affiliation with certain groups.
could have done this horrific act
in the heart of America.
A founder of a militia organizaThe answer they first came up Dexter T. Manglicmot tion in Alameda County is a black
with ... Middle Eastern terrorist.
male who came from the streets
of Oakland, far from the typical image of a rightWho else could have been so evil as to bomb
wing extremist group member.
a building with the intent of killing hundreds of
"We definitely abhor violence, and none of us
innocent lives?
runs up and down hills In fatigues," the founder
The next few hours I continued to watch as
said.
experts pointed to the Middle East as the cause
Labeling based on race, gender, age, religion
of this tragedy.
and organizational affiliation is wrong.
I watched ambassadors for the Middle East
I despise it when people label me. Just
defend themselves against the accusations that
because I dress a certain way doesn’t mean I
were being made.
have to listen to only one type of music. Just
I watched as special investigative reports
were to be aired about the lives of the large Arab because I’m Asian doesn’t mean I’m a genius in
math. And just because I’m a man doesn’t mean
population in Oklahoma.
I’m a dog.
And finally, I watched as they arrested not a
Not all people from the Middle East are terrorMiddle Eastern man, but a white American man.
ist. Not all members of militia groups wear cam"How could it be?" people asked. I think they
ouflage. And not all men are dogs.
were more shocked in hearing that It was not a
foreign evil that did this crime. It was an
Dexter T Manglicmot
American.
is a Spartan Daily
Now the focus is not on Middle Eastern terrorStaff Writer
ist; it is on militia groups.

Letter to the Editor

Muslims are misrepresented in the media
Dear Editor,
This is to sincerely thank A.J.
Nomai for his column, "Bombing
reveals media’s faults" (April
25). As an Arab and a Muslim, I
was shocked and disgusted at
how the media handled the
reports after the Oklahoma
bombing.
What happened in Oklahoma
City was tragic and my heart
goes out to all the victims and
their family and friends. After
hearing the reports that aired
on almost ev ry television station across the country. I realized one thing: The media are
not interested in accurately
reporting the news as they like
to maintain, they are more interested in making "a buck" by way
of fostering hate and stereotypes.
Almost every news program
that aired in the few days after
the bombing, featured so called
experts on terrorism. Most of
these people have been publicly
denounced and discredited in
the past as being prejudiced and
strongly anti-Arab. That was not
considered when they were
called upon to offer their expertise on the situation.

All Muslims are not Arabs. In
fact, the majority of Muslims
aren’t Middle Easterners at all,
but are comprised of Asians,
Europeans and a rapidly growing number of Americans, both
white and black.
The random killing of innocent people, particularly children, goes against every fiber of
what Islam teaches Muslims
about peace. (The word "Islam"
means peace in Arabic.)
However, these inaccurate and
prejudicial
news
reports
prompted bomb threats, violence and obscene messages
aimed at Muslims around the
country.
As a Muslim, I know where
such stereotypes have come
from. Nevertheless. I am
repulsed by the fact that the
supposed unbiased media has
not only allowed them but created them.
Neither the Muslim nor the
Arab communities condone terrorist acts by Arabs that have
occurred in the past. However,
these acts have prompted the
American public, led by the
media, to condemn and convict
two groups of people.
Both Arabs and Muslims

Opinion page
policies
"If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind."
John Stuart Mill,
"On Liberty" (1850)
The representation of a broad range of
opinions is important to a democracy. The
Spartan Daily is committed to sharing
those opinions with the community.
Spartan Daily readers may express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word
response to an issue or point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily. Campus
Viewpoint is a 300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5" disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a printout of
the piece.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Forum Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
and
Mass
Journalism
School
of
Communications or SJSU.

have been grouped together by
the ambiguous term Middle
Easterners, a term that includes
many non-Arabs, and excludes
most Muslims. Nevertheless, as
a non-Anglo, non-Christian, I do
not consider all Christians murderers when abortion clinics are
bombed in the name of
Christianity.
In the wake of this tragedy, I
offer my heartfelt sympathy. In
addition, though, I hope that
Americans learn to take what
they hear with some caution.
There has been enough hatred,
prejudice and discrimination in
this country’s history. It is time
that all Americans stop being
naive and not only demand
truth in the media, but learn to
recognize bias and discrimination when they see it.
I can only hope that people
realize the mistake that was
made last week, before more
violence occurs and the threats
made are carried out against
Muslims.
Neveen Radian
Graduate Student
Board Member, Muslim
Students Association
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Chance to speak at mini-retreats
Spartan Daily Stan Report

Three mini-retreats are scheduled, each with a different topic,
to provide a way for the campus

community to offer input into
three key campus issues, said
Lori Stahl , public affairs officer
for San Jose State University.

. ,
Sparta Guide
SJSU’s Weeklg Calendar
Library Donations &
Sales Unit

orPtffs one Evangelical
Baptist Church

Innerview, Chinese Television
Programming 10a.m. Channel 38.
Call (415) 587-7242.

Jewish Studies -English
Dept. -Dean of Humanities
and the Arts

Prof. Edward Alexander speaking on "Irving Howe and
Secuar Jewishness: An Elegy"
7:30p.m. WSQ 207. Call 9244440.
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Sports Publicity- Representatives
from SF Giants & SJ Sharks talk
about Public Relations in the Big
Leagues. 6:30p.m. Student Union,
Guadelupe Rm. Call 395-8427.

Re-entry Advisory Program

School of Art & Design

General Suport Group for Reentry Students
12-1p.m.
Administration Bldg. Rm. 269.
Call 924-5930.

liefdE
lAubeir
Lusitania
Food Bazaar Meeting 12 noon
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 929-4413.

School of Art & Design
Tuesday
Night Lecture:
"InSite 1994 and other
Installations Dealing with
Border Issues" 5-6p.m. Art
Rm. 133. Call 924-4327 and
Student Galleries Art Receptions
68p.m. Art & Industrial Studies
Bldgs. Call 924-4330.

Student Galleries Art Exhibits
10a.m.-4p.m. Art & Industrial
Studies Bldgs. Call 924-4330.

le

Spring Cleaning Book Sale-SO
percent off I 0a.m.-4p.m. WLN
408 and Clark Lobby. Call 924-271115.

Career Planning and
Placement
Co-op Orientation 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.

Human Resource
Management Association
Meeting- Jean Hollands, CEO
of leadership Center, talks
about organizational change
4:30p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 275-0148.

Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi Workshop 7-9:30p.m.
Music 186. Call 293-3152.

KSJS 90.5FM

Staff Meetings for Campus
Station 5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis H all
Rm. 118. Call 924-4561.

SCTA: Student California
Teachers Association
Speaker: Principal Rice Year
Round Schooling 12noon-lp.m.
Sweeney Hall Rm. 334. Call (510)
792-8652.

Society of Manufacturing
Engineers

Gen’l Meeting- Join for fall
membership, open to all
majors 3:30p.m. Industrial
Studies Rm. 123. Call 924-3227.

Society of Women Engineers
Last general meeting 12:30p.m.
Engr. 340. Call 773-1262.

Sparta Guide is neon, and available to students. faculty & sten associations Deadline is 5pm two
days before publication
Forms available at DBH 209 Entries may be edited to allow
to, space restrictions

The retreats are scheduled as
follows and will be held from
morning through early afternoon:
May 12, Campus Climate
May 19, Enrollment
Management
June 2, Information Resources
Each mini -retreat will have
speakers and a panel to address
the topic for that retreat.
Members of the campus community are invited to speak, as
well.
Anyone who wishes to speak
should complete the attached
application and return it to the
president’s office in Tower Hall
by May 8.
Written material for each
mini-retreat will be accepted up
to the day of the meeting.
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APPLICATION TO SPEAK AT MINI-RETREAT
Deadline for returning application: May 8
Return to Office of the President, 206 Tower hall. Phone: 924-1177. Fax: 924-1199
Name:
Circle one: faculty

staff

student

administrator

other

Phone number:
E-mail:
Please indicate the retreat at which you wish to speak. Check only one box.
If you wish to speak at more than one retreat, please send separate copies of this form.
L1 Campus Climate, May 12
LI Enrollment Management, May 19
L) Information Resources, June 2
Specific topic you wish to address. (Note that if multiple speakers wish to address a similar
topic, some may be asked to do so in combined small groups or in a written format.)

14 escape from maximum-security prison
SANTA CLARITA (AP)
A. Cortez, 22, of Los Angeles,
Fourteen maidmum-security pris- was captured just before 1 p.m.
oners scaled a razor-wire fence In a wash near Interstate 5, a
early Sunday and 10, half of them half-mile from the fence, said
murder defendants, got away in Springs. It wasn’t known if the
the biggest escape from the Los others were still in the vicinity.
Angeles County jail system.
"There’s potential for them to
Housing developments near still be in the area, (and) potenthe 2,800-acre Peter J. Pitchess tial for them to have secured
Honor Rancho were placed transportation because of the
under guard as more than 100 indications that there was some
sheriff’s deputies and three air- planning that went into this
craft mounted a manhunt, said thing," said Springs.
The escapees used clothing
Capt. Jeff Springs, a sheriff’s
and bedding to try to protect
spokesman.
The inmates got out of a 96- themselves from the razor wire.
remained
blankets
man housing module through a Three
hole in the roof and possibly draped on the fence after the
used a simultaneous distur- escape. A few gloves and socks
bance in another module as a also were found. Several pools
diversion to make their break at of blood stained the ground
3:15 a.m., said Springs.
near the fence, and droplets led
patrolling
the off into surrounding scrub.
Deputies
People going in and out of
perimeter spotted the inmates
going over the 20-foot fence and nearby housing developments
were checked by deputies.
caught four immediately.
The other 10 vanished into Loudspeakers on patrol cars
the darkness. They included warned residents to keep chilfive murder defendants, two dren home and out of nearby
men facing carjacking charges hills.
People were warned to look
and three drug defendants, said
out for anyone lurking around
Deputy Diane Hecht.
One murder defendant, Mario vehicles, and to look inside

vehicles before getting in.
Peter J. Pitchess Honor
Rancho, in canyonlands between
the mountainous Angeles and
Los Padres national forests 35
miles northwest of downtown
Los Angeles, has 4,152 inmates,
including 1,629 in the North
Facility. It is part of a system of
Los Angeles County jails that
houses 20,000 prisoners.
Never before had so many
county inmates escaped at once.
"This is the largest (escape)
we’ve ever had in the jail system," said Springs. "... I think
the maximum we’ve ever had
before go out as a group would
be about three."
The escapees got out of their
module through a hole in the
ceiling that was the result of an
earlier disturbance and had
been temporarily repaired with
a metal plate, Springs said.
"Somehow the inmates managed to remove the metal plate,
enlarge the hole and gained
access to the roof," he said.
From there it was 40 feet to the
fence. A disturbance occurred in
an adjacent module about the
same time.

Now
$1408
or S2i/m111111
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More than 100,000 people live
immediately to the south in
Santa Clarita. Small highway
and farm communities and popular lakes also dot the region.
California Highway Patrol officers were on alert. Interstate 5,
linking metropolitan Los Angeles
to the south and the San Joaquin
Valley to the north, is adjacent
to the jail. Nearby are heavily
traveled highways 126, a route
west to the coast, and 14, running northeast to the Mojave
Desert.
Murder defendants remaining
at large were Daniel Vences, 22,
Eric M. Reed, 24, Kyeron Bennett,
20, and Luis A. Galdamez, 28, all
of Los Angeles.
The Sheriffs Department said
Vences had a 1 -inch scar on his
nose and forehead, and Bennett
has a tattoo on his right arm.
The other fugitives were carjacking defendants Walter R.
Padilla, 22, of Los Angeles and
Guillermo V. Godinez, 19, of
Lynwood, and narcotics defendants Fernando Arroyo, 24, of
Los Angeles, Manuel A. Olmedo,
22, of Los Angeles, and Mario S.
Mendez, 25, of Los Angeles.
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We’re talking dirt.

Macintosh Performa. 6115 w/CD

Macintosh Perforrna. 636 w/CD

8 .1111 RA.W350.11/1 bard time. (1) -Rol/
drit / 5 " color Alin: ktyboarti mouse
and all the solluareloure likely to need

S MB klIU250
hanl drive 4D-ROM
(bre 14’ color dtsplal keyboard. mouse
and all the solluare tyntre likely to neat

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

Like, duh.

PowerBook. 520c w/Modem
12.118 R1II/,i20.118 bard dnir and motkm

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS.

Being a student is hard. So we’ve made buying a Macintostreasy. So easy, in fact, that prices
on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices. And

LaserWriter Select. 360
lhner tartrulty included

with the Apple’ Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you cm take home a NiaCwithI lig
out having to make a single payment for up to 90 days. Which means yuu Can also
take home the power to make any student life easier The power to he your best’

Apple .

Buy your Macintosh before you graduate and save.
For all of your computer needs visit

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details. Limited availability on certain products.
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BIG WEST TOURNAMENT

SJSU drops a pair
to Gauchos at PAL

Spartans take 6th place
after 5-1 loss to Aggies

Report
San Jose State (25-34, 1212) lost a pair of Big West
Conference games to UCSB,
3-2 and 5-2, Saturday at PAL
Stadium.
UCSB (21-34 overall, 7-21
conference) scored two runs
in the sixth inning of the first
game to win, 3-2.
Pat Martinez scored In the
first inning for the Spartans
and Valeri Quintero scored in
the fifth for for the only two
SJSU runs of the game.
Sophomore pitcher Corina
Lilly dropped to 17-15, while
Stacy Atwood Improved to 313 for the Gauchos.
Annjanette Vitulli scored
on an inside-the-park home
run on the second pitch of
the second game to lead the
Gauchos to a 5-2 win.
The Spartans scored runs
in the final two innings, but it
was not enough. Freshman
Spartan Daily Staff

Spartan Daily Stall Report

The
San
Jose
State
University men’s tennis team
took sixth place after losing to
No. 4 seeded New Mexico
State. 5-1 at Ojai Valley
Racquet Club Sunday.
Marcus Bately and Andrew
Ngo teamed up for a doubles
victory, the Spartans lone
win.
SJSU beat No. 6 seeded
University of Nevada, 5-4 to

I

01

advance in the consolation
semifinals Saturday.
Martin Crampton (6-3, 3-6, 62), Howard Robertson (6-2, 46, 7-6 (7-5)) and Ngo (5-7, 7-5,
7-5) all emerged with three-set
wins to pace the victorious
Spartans.
No. 2 UNLV defeated No. 7
SJSU, 6-0 in the championship
quarterfinals.

Long Beach State wins match,
SJSU takes 10th place finish
Spartan Daily Stall Report

Long Beach State defeated
the San Jose State University
women’s tennis team, 5-2 in
the ninth place match of the
Big West Conference championships at the Ojai Valley
Racquet Club in Ojai, Calif.
Saturday.
SJSU No. 3 singles Laura
Rodden defeated Aida Orejel

rtsonwieli
7-5, 6-1 and Aimee Lam had
Yvette Ralph a three-set setback, 6-7 (7-5), 6-1, 6-3 for
SJSU’s two victories. Lam lost
the first set in a tie-breaker,
but stormed back to knock off
her opponent.

BLOOD
DRIVE

..,

t_

PreAd

Cler’

Arnold Air Society, Fiji’s & Delta Zeta’s
*** Please bring photo I.D. * * *
Become a Donor Buddy, just bring in a donor who
is new to Stanford Blood Center, and we will thank
each of you with a Donor Buddy T-shirt!
*Prepare to donate by following a low fat healthy diet, being
well rested, and increasing fluid intake.
Cookies and ice cream for ail participants.

A dispirited pair of Spartans walk off the field at P.A.L. Stadium
Saturday afternoon after losing a doubleheader to the UCSB
Gauchos. For senior catcher Jen Van Denberg, background, it
was the last home game of her career as a Spartan. Junior Pat
Martinez, foreground, will return next season to center field.
Ptcrro BY JANET BLAt KBURN Smoakt DAILY

CI Stanford Blood

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) For
one rainy afternoon, the Florida
Marlins looked like the 1927
Yankees.
Jeff Conine homered twice
and the Marlins broke out of a
23-inning scoreless streak with
a club-record four home runs in
a 10-3 win Sunday over the San
Francisco Giants.
Gary Sheffield and Mario Diaz
also homered for the Marlins,
who began the day 0-4 this season. Diaz added an RBI double
and an RBI single.
A day earlier, after their second straight shutout loss to the

Center (415) 723-7831

A good education
really pays off
(In fact, we have your first 50 bucks.)
r-

\ Ir

Current SK1 PASS ENS) member

\ I,.

Member number

Date of birth

baseball
ta

We showed we have
an offense.
Rene Lachemann
Marlins manager
99

Giants, Florida manager Rene
Lachemann admitted his team
would not remind anyone of the
1927 Yankees featuring Babe
Ruth and Lou Gehrig.
Lachemann still was not
ready to liken his lineup to
Murderers Row, but was
relieved at the 11 -hit performance by the Marlins who

got a total of five hits in their
two previous games.
"For all the people that didn’t
think we had one," Lachemann
said, "we showed we have an
offense."
John Burkett (1-1), who
pitched for the Giants for five
seasons, allowed three hits and
three walks in six scoreless
innings for the Marlins.
Matt Williams, who led the
majors with 43 homers last year,
hit his first home run of the season for the Giants, a two-run
shot in the eighth.
Barry Bonds, who homered
37 times last season, went 0-for2 for the Giants with a walk.
"There’s nothing I can do,"
Giants manager Dusty Baker
said of Bonds’ slump. "I’ll tell

NEW RING KEE

THAI SPECIAL:

NOODLE
HOUSE

PAD THAI NOODLE

Combination Crispy
Fried Noodles
Chow Fun
262 East Santa Clara St.
(Between 6th and 7th St. next to Lucky’s)

Won Ton Rice Stick
Soup
Won Ton Noodle Soup

289-8688
First name

Middle name

Last name

Schind

Near in school

Major

State

ZIP

Phone

IWmattent address
State

Cos
Would %rou like us to mail to

ZIP

Phone

Ey,fiir current address or E sour permanent address

(ao and mail to Korean Air SKIRASS, 180 Wilshire Blvd., lain Angeles, CA 90057
:rriC

Education

7:00 AM

to 9:00 PM

you one thing, though the
law of averages is on his side
when he breaks out of it."
The attendance was 19,810,
bringing the total for the opening three-game series to 61,538.
The Giants drew 80,157 for their
opening weekend series last
year, on April 22-24 against the
New York Mets.
Conine’s three-run homer in
the first, into the left -field
bleachers, gave the Marlins
their first lead of 1995. Sheffield
and Conine hit consecutive
homers in the third, knocking
out Salomon Torres (0-1).
Sheffield’s homer, his first,
was a two-run shot into the leftfield bleachers. Conine’s fourth
homer of the year went over the
fence in right-center.
The next batter, Darrell
Whitmore, hit a foul pop behind
dropped
third base that
between Giants third baseman
Williams and shortstop Royce
Clayton.
Whitmore walked and scored
on Diaz’s two-out double.
Diaz homered in the fifth, his
first of the season and the fifth
of his nine-year major league
career.
He had a run-scoring single in
the Marlins’ two-run seventh.
The Giants scored three in
the eighth on Todd Benzinger’s
sacrifice fly and Williams’
homer into the left -field bleachers.

-4141111111112=111111-

10% OFF

"FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS"

(:iirrenr address
(its

Jarrell
Lindsy
pitcher
dropped her record to 6-16,
O’Brien
Megan
while
Improved to 4-8.
On Thursday, the Spartans
swept a pair from Long
Be: h State (27-26, 10-12), 7-0
anu 6-3 at PAL Stadium.
The first game was scoreless until the Spartans struck
for five runs In the bottom of
the fifth Inning, and two In
the sixth to pull off the win.
Lilly was credited with the
victory.
SJSU jumped out to a 5-2
lead after two innings and
never looked back in the second game, as Jarrell picked
up a 6-3 win.
The Spartans travel to UOP
in Stockton Saturday for a
noon battle.

Conine’s 2 homers to lead Marlins 10-3 win

hosted by

you for caring!

softball

:edrl

Monday, May 1
Tuesday, May 2 r
10 AM to 4 PM
Loma Prieta Room,
Student Union

Thank
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has its rewards. And here’s proof Students can get coupons good for 850

off economy class or 8100 off business/first class tickets on Korean Air. Just fill out the
SKY PASS frequent flyer application above and mail. (Yes, current members are eligible
for the discount. Just reapply.) Once you redeem a coupon and travel on Korean Air,
be sure to save your tickets or boarding passes. Why? You can use them in upcoming Fall
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Abrew leads Blue squad to 9-5 victory

Toney wins USBA bout
Hembrick loses after refusing to leave corner

Spartan Daily Staff Report
San Jose State quarterback
Alit Abrew completed 17-of-22
passes for 154 yards to lead the
Blue squad to 9-5 win over the
White squad in the annual BlueGold game at Spartan Stadium
Saturday.
The inter-squad game concluded the spring practice for
the Spartans, who went 3-8 last
season.
The White team, SJSU’s firstteam defense, allowed the Blue
squad one touchdown and
intercepted one of Abrew’s
passes. The lone TD was scored
by fullback Charlie Adams, a 14yard run in the third quarter.
Backup quarterbacks Dan
O’Dell and Carl Dean combined
for 6-of-16 for 83 yards with
three interceptions.
The Spartans’ defense combined for four interceptions.
Cornerback R.B. Bonner, who
had one of the interceptions,
also recovered a fumble by
White tailback Donald Lindsey
at the goal line.
Had Lindsey scored, the
score would have been tied at
9-9 in the fourth quarter with
less than two minutes remaining.
Lindsey rushed for 65 yards
on 19 carries and completed a
option pass to wide receiver
Randy Paugh for 45 yards.
Walk-on kicker Chris Prater
kicked a 44-yard field goal for
the White squad. The White
team scored its other two
points when Tom Sotelo sacked
Abrew in the end zone for a
safety.

LAS VEGAS (AP) Former
two-time world champion
James Toney captured the
USBA light heavyweight title
Sunday, dethroning Anthony
Hembrick after five rounds of
a scheduled 12-rounder.
Toney, the former IBF middleweight and super middleweight champion, won
when Hembrick refused to
leave his corner for the start
of the sixth round.
Toney, 26, of Ann Arbor,
Mich., knocked down Hembrick, 29, of Detroit, twice in
the second round with a left
hook to the head and in the
fifth with a left-right to the
head.
Referee Richard Steele
stopped the one-sided bout
when Hembrick was asked if
he wanted to continue fighting in the sixth round and
failed to respond.
Toney, who weighed 175
pounds, was leading 50-43 on
two of the three judges’
scorecards and 49-44 on the
third.
Hembrick, who was making
the first defense of the title he
won in January, was out-

01

After Four Years.
Your parents deserve
Four stars!

Detroit
in
the
Western
Conference standings.
San Jose rookie Jeff Friesen
tapped the puck past Blues
goaltender Curtis Joseph at
11:04 of the first period to give
the Sharks a 1-0 lead. Friesen,

the youngest player in the NHL
at 18 years and 8 months, leads
the Sharks in goals with 15.
With less than a minute to
play in the first period, action at
the Blues’ net knocked the stick
out of Joseph’s hands. Though
the Sharks hammered Joseph
with a pair of shots, they were
unable to score.
Joseph has a career record of

13-1 0 against San Jose.
Pat Falloon scored for the
Sharks at 18:05 of the third.

4it

$60011

PHOTO BY JEFF CHIC

Spartan running back Donald Lindsey tries to carry linebacker Eric Coughran and other defenders with
him for more yardage in the annual Blue-Gold game. The Blue team won 9-5 Saturday at Spartan
Stadium.

Sharks lose to Blues, 4-3, still hold No. 8 spot
SAN JOSE (AP) Brendan
Shanahan had a goal and an
assist to lead the St. Louis Blues
to a 4-3 victory Sunday over the
San Jose Sharks, who remained
in a heated race for the final
Western Conference playoff
spot.
Only two points separate San
Jose, Winnipeg, Edmonton and
Los Angeles in the battle for
eighth place in the conference.
The Sharks are 18-25-3 for 39
points.
The Blues (27-14-5) have
already clinched a playoff bid,
sitting comfortably behind

gunned from the start. He seldom threw combination rights
off his left Jabs and when he
did, they were no threat.
Toney, aware Hembrick had
nothing In his arsenal of
which to be afraid, pressed
beginning with the second
round, landing right and left
to the head.
"I had to see what he had,"
Toney said. "I backed him up
and set him down."
Promoter Bob Arum says
Toney next will fight June 18
in New Orleans. Following
one more fight alter that this
year. Arum said Toney will
fight for a light heavyweight
title early in 1996.
Toney is 46-2-2 with 31
knockouts. Hembrick, 175, has
lost four of his last six and is
26-7-1 with 21 knockouts.
Toney was the IBF middleweight champion in 1991
and 1992. In 1993, he relinquished the middleweight title,
moved up to a more comfortable weight and captured the
IBF super middleweight title.

Per Night
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I 800843-37(1(1
233 W. Santa Clara St. Downtown San Jump
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Start your career
before most people
start their rr1ajo145.
You can earn an electronics engineering technology degree in two years.

London
NONSTOP

$289*

.4s6ociates degree from ITT Tech a,)
ry.
hhen your
are still choc
courses or scnedule, ITT Tech gLiacirt.ff’re. Classes start in June, 50 call

Wedne;44,
M

rd, 1995

7:00pm
&tie, nrs $3.00 I $4.00(door)

Comediaa
Willie Barcena

ITT Technical Institute

Amsterdam $285’
$329’
Paris
$379’
Madrid

Rome

;.
as you compete a of tr,e,

ITT

1 800 ITT TECH

$409’
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llravel
Council
394 University Ave. Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94301

408-295-8886
Eurailpasses

become Part of a "Natural High"
with

the Jeep/Eagle Collegiate Health and Fitness Tour

May ei and 9

Join us on the Tower Lawn from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
for events highlighting health, safety and athletic related activities
Artificial Rock Climbing
Bungee Run Competition
Miniature Golf
Gladiator Joust
Mountain Biking Challenge
Soccer Challenge
Velcro Fly Wall
Human Bawling
and morelll
924-594’,
Sponsored by the PEP (Prevention Education Program) Center of the Divieion of Student Affairs
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smaller picture is better than
anything I’ve seen before,"
Gehrke said.
There are two parts to the
show. In the front gallery, there
are 13 prints titled, "What we
mean when we talk about love."
The pictures capture precious
moments between Jim and
Myles as Jim’s life came to a
close and Myles’ life had just
begun.
In the rear gallery there are
15 other prints titled, "In the
silence beyond words," which
focus on Myles’ burgeoning life.
Tanous received her Master
of Fine Arts in photography
from SJSU in 1987. She has
many exhibitions to her credit

Photographs, for
me, are a container
for this pairing of
immense joy and
waves of grief
Sara Leith-Tanous
phoosrapbtr
Se

including appearances at the
Pro Arts Tempspace Gallery
in Oakland, The Stephen
Wirtz Gallery in San Francisco
and SF Camerawork in San
Francisco.
"I like the gallery space very
much. The work is seen by a lot

Writing Tutorial

X

Ig

Giup sinh vien lam bai
Including: application assistance, job interview
training, editing business & personal letters and more
Call today for your free phone consultation!
(415)

525-0505

of people, classes in the art
department and classes in religious studies, the death and
dying class. I’m happy with how
it’s worked out," Tanous said.
it’s a very moving and touching monument to her husband
and the life they shared together," said Lisa Ramirez, assistant
director/curator for the Union
Gallery.
it’s nice, wonderful. The
clarity of the pictures is good.
The subject matter and how
she went about doing it is well
done," said Derrick Bold,
gallery sitter and art major at
SJSU.
"Photographs, for me, are a
container for this pairing of
immense joy and waves of
grief," Tanous said in a press
release.
The show will run until May
12. Union Gallery hours are
Monday through Thursday, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Tuesday and
Wednesday, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.;
Friday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; and
Saturday 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
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way to see the
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well as useful." Boston Globe

L.

The Berkeley Guides are the new budget travelers handbooks that tell you everything you
need to know about traveling when you’re
strapped for cash but ripe for adventure
from cheap eats and sleeps to off-beat
things to do for little or no money.
Researched, written, and
edited by Berkeley students
in cooperation with the
Associated Students of the
University of California, the
guides are packed full of
irreverent insights, insiders’
tips. and 3 times more maps
than similar guides.

PHOTO BY JANET BLACKBURN

SPARTAN DAILY

This gelatin silver print of "Jim’s face and hands" is identified by a small number eleven on the wall in
Gallery One. The exhibit, entitled "What we mean when we talk about love," is the work of Sara LeithTanous who earned her masters degree in fine arts, photography, from SJSU in 1987. The exhibit will run
through May 12.

roxaefe Pateat Weeied
$65 Room
0 0 + Tax
One or two persons

"Brimming
with useful
information."

Large In -Room Jaruzzi
VCR
Free Hot Breakfast

At bookstores everywhere,
or call 24 hours
1-800-533-6478
(and mention *019-01-641

Arena Hotel
817 THE ALAMEDA, SAN JOSE

(408) 294-6500
Valley Park Hotel
2404 STEVENS CREEK BIND.. SAN JOSE

Phila. Inquirer

(408) 293-5000

LOOK FOR THE ’94 OFJ4KELEY "You Can’t See
411 the Forest If There Aren’t Any Trees"
promotion at a bookstore near you!

1.1p. May, 5.1.193. Offer not amyl with any other promotion.
Subjeet to availability. S.M.. rewictior. apply.

Fret- Parking

Recycle
your used
motor oil
on campus for
slick prizes!
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At the Maintainance Yard
(10th & San Fernando)
1 lam - 3pm, Mon-Fri.
Santa Clara County Dept. of
Environmental Health 299-7300

CAFE ANGST BY HOLLEY IRVINE AND HANS BJORDAHL
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To show how tough they are, camels
come off the Sahara and have
potato -chip eating contests
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Bus drivers’ strike averted

----1111111113111111111111--Barcena

WALNUT CREEK (Al’) - Contra
Costa County’s bus system reached
a tentative contract agreement with
Its drivers, averting a strike that
could have stranded 16,000 riders.
The County Connection and
Amalgamated Transit Union Local
1605 struck a tentative deal Saturday
night, after five hours of negotiations
with a state mediator.
The agreement includes a 3 percent raise in each year of the three-

From page 1
"Orixa plays rock in
Spanish. They’re based in
Oakland. They integrate rock
with South American and
Mexican rhythms. The lead
singer is from Venezuela and
the rest of the musicians are

from Peru. They’ve been here
for six years," Gutierrez said.
Dr. Loco’s Rockin’ Jalapeno
Band, a Chicano rock band
from the Bay Area, will also
be performing. Some of their
songs are based around
political issues.

"The band’s members are
made up of graduates from
local universities," Gutierrez
said.
Also appearing on stage
will be Ballet Folklorico.
The Cinco de Mayo celebration starts at 7 p.m.

Student tickets are available
at the A.S. Business Office
and are $3 in advance and $4
at the door the evening of
the event. General tickets are
available through all BASS
ticket outlets and are $5 in
advance and $6 at the door.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no clam for products or
services advertised below nor is
the any guarantee implied The
clarified cottons of the Spertan
Daily consist of pad advertiskig
and oftwasa ate riot approved or
verified by the newspaper.

FOR SALE

SUBSTITUTES. Small World
Schools is hiring students to work
as substitute teachers in our 19
preschool and school -age day
care programs. Prefer 6-12 units
in Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education. This
is a great posilton for both male
or female students. We can work
around most school schedules NEW FUTONS!
even if you are only available 1 or
Full Set: $119.
2 afternoons a week. Call our
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric Corporate Off ice at 408.257-7320.
choices, with 6 inch thick futon.
TELEMARKETERS
The lowest prices In the Bay Area.
Flex hrs. Hourly +Comm. +Bonus.
Call 926-1981.
Exp preferred, not necessary.
1640 Remuda Ln. San Jose, CA.
Call 408.248-7941.
Fax Resume: 248-7942.
WANT TO INCREASE your Grade
Point Average? Find out about the
technology, of study. Send $4.50
to: Scientology, 80 E. Rosemary,
Dept. S, San Jose, CA 95112 or
call 1-800-293-6463.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE

Powerful 100% UNIX Compatible
Operating System for your Desktop PC! Enjoy the true multi-tasking & multi-user operating system.
Full featured UNIX with X.Windows.
TCP/IP, NFS, compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. All for a price of DOS,
only $39.95. Tel:408-727-3883.
Fax :408.727-3882.
MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL N.D.
Computer good - H.D. needs
work. Includes some software. $200. obo. 924-3269.

OPPORTUNITIES
SERIOUS INCOME POTENTIAL!
No Experience Necessary, No
Inventory, No Door to Door. For
information packet w/cass., send
$10 to Smith hc. 5525 Scotts Valley
Dr.#9A, Scotts Valley CA 95066.
ASIA
EUROPE
MEXICO
USA
be the
opportunity
How can one
most explosive in all these
markets? Find out how you can
reap tremendous benefits. Call
Now 800.398.866524 hour msg.

EMPLOYMENT
DYNAMIC JEWISH TEACHER
wanted for Sunday School.
Mall resume: 16555 Shannon
Rd. Los Gatos, CA 95032.
RETAIL SALES- Seeking highly
motivated, customer service
oriented individual for FT/PT sales
& assist mgr. positions at S’vale
& P.A. locations. Experience preferred but will train right person.
Competitive salary, benefits &
growth potential. Call Richard.
Futon Gallery. 408-748-8488.
TUTORS NEEDED. EARN 810-15
per hr. We get students to call
you. Call Jack 227-6685.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Scenic New England, NY, PA
area camps seek counselors &
Instructors for these activities:
Waterskl, Sailing, Windsurfing,
WSI’s, Lifeguards, Tennis, Art,
Gymnastics, Theatre, Archery,
Woodshop, Ropes, Mtn. Bike,
Camping. Athletics & MORE!
Great Fun, Friends, & Memories.
Come East! Call 1-800.226.7489.

year contract, officials said.
The two sides said they would not
release other details of the agreement until the 198 drivers vote on
the proposal, probably this week.
The drivers’ old contract expired
Jan. 28. They defeated an initial contract offer Feb. 8, by an overwhelming margin.
County Connections serves central Contra Costa County and the
San Ramon Valley,

Phone: 9243277 U FAX: 924-3282
MONEY FOR TFIE SUMMER?
If you like having fun & are
openminded, we are an
environmental co. with
a career for you.
(408)492.1209.

ARTISTS WANTED:
for rubber stamp designs
Call 408.247 196 3 for more info.

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Infolmaging Technologies hc. (Irt),
the creators of the new 3D FAX
Software which will revolutionize
computerized fax communications
has an immediate requirement for
technical personnel with expertise
VOLUNTEERS
in al or most of the foaming areas:
BE A FRIENDI
Programming (C. DBase, Pen, &
shell scripts, etc.
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
Internet, AOL, CompuServe,
with mental illness become
(mew, ftp, gopher, veronica, etc.
independent? Flexible hours!
Windows and UNIX operating
Training and support given.
systems
Gain practical experience for
Networks (Microsoft, Novell,
psychology, social work, OT,
TCP/IP, etc.
nursing or related fields.
Fax modems and applications
Call Martie or Teresa at
(iNinfax, Faxworks. etc.)
408526-1288 or 408/261.7777.
Word Processors (MS, Word.
WordPerfect, AMIPro, etc.)
Flexible hours for qualified
applicants. Please fax your
MESSAGES
resume to: 1-415-960-0200.
CONGRATS KARENA the new
GDL ’96. Welcome to the foot fam. SUMMER JOBS in Santa Cruz
Hope you have a blast Luv, Big kot. Mthe. Kennolyn Camps, a private.
co-ed, Summer Camp in Nor. Cal.
is seeking quality counselors.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Genuine interest in working with
children esential. We need: NatuNEW FALL 95 CLASS OFFERED ralist, Driver (pref over 25) OutH196 Mist, of American Aviation, post Director, Head Riding InstrucTu.&111. 900.1015am. DMH 165. tor (English), Vaulting Instructor,
counselors for boy’s cabins, ClinCode 15903. Messimer.
bing & Ropes course instructors,
WSI’s, Ceramics, & Stained glass
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
instructors, Yearbook editor,
Exams and x-rays no charge.
Video operator/editor. Some
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
other positions open. Call collect
Enroll now!
(408)479-6714 for information.
For brochure see A.S. Office or
cal (SOO) 6553225.
EARN $10 - $30. PER HR. NOWI
ADOPTION: We’re a happily Will train to twist balloon animals,
married couple (preschool teacher/ hats, etc. for kids of all ages.
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a Must have trans., be responsible
newborn baby. We will provide a and like people. Call Chris at
secure loving home, extended (408)998-822 3.
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, too! We will WANTED: TYPIST/OFFICE asst.
love this child with all our hearts. should type 60 wpm - computer,
If you are considering adoption Wn., Wad, Wks, Beet Type letters,
please call us, Amy/Ken at 1- reports, answer phones, send fax,
800.996-9474. Legal/Confidential. make copies. PT/semester. FT/
break, NWT Corp. 2131-1100.
OPEN ADOPTION gave my son
the very best start in life. I CHOSE DELIVERY DRIVER WANTED
his parents & we care deeply $5.00 per hr. + $1.00 per delivery
tips. Must have own car,
about each other. If you’re pregnant & not sure what to do, call Insurance and clean DMV record.
me, Mary, at nonprofit Center: Day shift & Night shift. Mountain
Mikes Pizza, 2011 Naglee Ave.
408-986-8343.
San Jose. 280-5070.
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Certain advertisements in
these columns nay refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before wending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefuny investigate al Orme
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations Of merchandise.

EARN EXTRA MONEYI
Demonstrate environmental
products everyone needs, every
day. Training available. F/T, P/T.
To schedule interview call
(408)255-5983.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE:
P/T morning & afternoon shifts.
Must have own bike. Contact
Tr.:so:288-4100. Inner Cry Express,
22W. St. John St. SanJose.
TEACHERS Many Opportunities
FT/PT positions for preschools &
school-age day care programs.
Great job for male or female
students. Prefer 6-12 units In
Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education.
Advancement & growth, great
benefits for fulltime. Many times
we orn work wound your schedule.
Call Small World Schools
408-257-7320.
DO YOU LIKE KIDS?
Nanny positions available,
Nights, Weekends, Weekdays.
Call 255-6213.

RESORT JOBS - Earn to $12/hr. +
tips Theme parks, Hotels. Spas +
more. Tropical & Mountain destina
tions. Call 1-206-632-0150 ext.
R60412.
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Earn
Big $IM + Free world travel
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, etc).
Summer/Permanent. No exper.
nec. Guide. (919) 929.4398 ext.
C1070.
TEACH DRIVING PART/FULL
time, Classroom 8, in can positions
available. 971-7557.

SUMMER WORK
Want to earn more this summer
than most people do in a year? If
MONEY MOTIVATED?
Record breaking environmental you are friendly, fun, & motivated,
marketing co. seeks 5 self-driven we can show you how. Call for
individuals who want high income. interview. (408) 496-0719.
Training. (408)496-0719.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH if
up to $120/week!
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Become a Sperm Donor.
with scheduled increases.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Full-time or Part-time
Contact California Cryobank
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
415-324-1900, M.F, 8-5pm.
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Medical/Dental Insurance
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
asp necessary. For info. call
Apply. Mon.- Fri. 8am 5pm,
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60414.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
New 101 at San Tomas Expressway. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed’ Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3.000$ DRIVERS
Excellent 2nd job
$6,000 per month. Room and
Board? Transportation/ Male or
Takeout Taxi
Restaurant Food Delivery Service Female. No experience necessary.
Call (206)545.4155 ext A60413.
Earn $910 $11/hr. Flex hrs.
Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req.
NUTRITION work at
or
Cupertino
Area
HEALTH
San Jose
home. Earn up to $350 part-time
Call 408-369.9400.
or $1500 full-time per week.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS. Hiring Full training. flexible hours.
today. 5 part time positions Call 1.800-9567300.
available. Starting at $10/hour,
up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st SUMMER JOBS 8 P/T WORK
come 1st serve basis. Call Western Staff Services will be
at the Student Union on
408-249-8446 today!
Wednesdays from 9am.1pm.
Pruneyard: 371.7171
BILINGUAL
Sunnyvale: 245-4850
International Company
San Jose Metro: 452-1911.
expanding in local area,
looking to fill 3 key positions
36k + potential. Part &full time.
408492-1209.
RENTAL HOUSING

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Work for environmental justice.
P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated persons with opportunity for
PT ADMIN FOR LAW FIRM advancement, travel & benefits.
Light phones and bookkeeping. Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
Flexible hours, 15.20 hrs/wk. Call 288-7882. 1- 4pm. EO.E.
Computer & people skills a must.
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help
Fax resume to 408-295-6693.
a childless couple become
$13.00 PER HOUR TO START! family. Carry a child for an
Infertile couple. Excellent
Sales - Weekends & Evenings.
compensation: $17,000 +
Green Thumb Lawn Service
expenses. 800-308-7367.
Start this Saturday.
408.253-8818.
INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME
PROGRAM ASSISTANT. Work with flex hours, for outgoing telephone
personality for National Ad Co.,
students w/ Dar. Delays/Behavioral
challenges. 87-510 hr. 30 hrs. Send near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905.
resume to Zonta Services, 4300
Bucknal Rd SJ CA 95130 E0E/AA ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!
Earn thousands this summer In
DOES 19UR SUMMER JOB SUCK? canneries, processors, etc.
Earn $5,700 for the summer & Male/Female. Room/Board/
enhance your resume working Travel often provided! Guide.
for our 128 year-old company. Guaranteed success! (919)
929-4398 ext. A1070.
Call 287-5021 for more details.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable.
Ample parking. Quiet with good
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits.
$720 -$770/mo. Call 288.9157.

2 BORM. APARTMENT - $750/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295.6893.
ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath
Rent starting at $710. a month.
Free cable. Laundry room.
9th & E. William St. Call
Tricia or Robert 971-0869.
LESS THAN $300 FOR RENT
per person in an enormous 3 bdrm.
RI. (based on 3 person occupancy).
Within biking distance to SJSU
or jump on Light Rail.
Close and Quiet
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Air Conditioning
Triple-wide closets
Fitness Center
Billiards / Ping Pong
Basketball / Tennis
Pools / Spa
Indoor Raquetball Court
Large 2 x 2 also available.
Prices won’t last.
279-2300
Summerwind Apts.

SERVICES

SPORTS / THRILLS

WORD PROCESSING

RESUMES: Full Service, Affordable, Quick Turnaround. Some
evening/Sat, hours, convenient
meeting places, Call Alexandra,
408.269-0822, noon .9pen.

100% PURE ADRENAUNEI
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydwhg! Tandem. Accelerated
Reefail. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Term papers Group projects
Thesis Letters Applications
*Resumes .Tape transcription. etc
Nu rs ng/Mat h/Sc ience/Erglish.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7days. SUZANNE. 996-1686.

HOCKEY FIGHTS ONLY
on 2 hour VHS video.
%Int Qualrty. Great Gift,
Call 604-585-6016. (7dayS).

I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Pick-up and Delivery - $2.00.
Cash only. Call Jule- 445-0707.

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Big0-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara,
Mon. Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to,
261.4430.
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing. ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.

BEAUTIFUL 9 BDRM. 4 BATH
Victorian, right across from campus, ready to lease to fraternity or
sorority. The backyard can be
used as parking. $2950 per mo.
RESUME PREPARATION by
+ dep. Call Steve at 279-4548.
member of Prof. Assn, Resume
STUDIO FOR 1. $490/mo. incl. Writers. Reasonable rates.
util. + $300 sec. dep. No pets. Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408)356-6782.
Parking. Call 259-7040.
GATEWAY APTS. 148 E.
William St. 2 bdrm/2 bath. Security type building. Underground
parking. Close to SJSU. Free
basic cable. Game room w/ ping
pong & pool table. Laundry room.
Rent starting at $750./mo. 9470803, Noel or Rosalind Luna.

MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest- Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 1.5% discount. First amt.
1/2 price if made before June 1.
2 BR/1 BA APT. 571 So. 7th at 1995, Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
wash/dryer.
621
E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Reed. Carport, cable,
$650/ma /4416/18 8/1. 268-0431 Campbell . (408) 379-3500.

STATE HOUSE APTS
INSURANCE
508 So, 11th St.
2 Bdrm/2 Bah- $7254775/mo.
AUTO INSURANCE
Security type building
Campus insurance Service
Close to SJSU
Special Student Programs
Free basic cable service
Serving SJSU for 20 years
New management
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Well maintained bldg.
‘Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers
Mgr. 408-295-5256.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL. TODAY 296.5270
SHARED HOUSING
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
SHARE 3 BR. 21/2 BA. HOUSE.
NO OBLIGATION
W/D, 2 car garage. Ref N/S female.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
No pets. $315./mo. 1/4 util. $250.
de Call 224-6795 or 229-2665.
CHEAP AUTO INSURANCE
LARGE ROOM, damn quiet Vkiorlen Believe it or not, if you make this
So. 14th at San Antonio. N/S. call, you,11 be our customer today!
$325./mo + dep and share utilities. Specializing in cheap Auto,
Motorcycle and Boat Insurance
Cal 297-539a
with a weakness for making our
LARGE 3 BR. 2 1/2 BA. In SC customers happy. SR-22/SR-1P
near Homestead & Wray. ca. page. given on the same day if you
Office, W/D, FP, Pool. N/S prof. have a DUI, Accident without
Insurance or Suspended License,
$600/mo + 1/2 util. 261.0500.
TODAY IS YOUR LUCKY DAY!
Astoria Insurance Brokerage
WE NEED ONE MORE ROOMMATE
408.247.3734.
to share 4 bdrm./2 be. house ASAP?
$250/mo +1/3 util. 408678.2349.

NEED YOUR OWN SPACE? If
you’re looking to live on your own.
we have the perfect home for you!
Studios from $520, Jr. 1 Bdrms
from $595. Call Timberwood
Apartments at 408-578-6800.

SHARE LOVELY VICTORIAN HOME
on No. 5th St. with 2 males. All
amenities, hot tub. $400. per mo.
Utilities included. Non-smoker.
Call 288-9444.

WALX TO SJSU. The Sands Apts.
460 So. 10th St. Carport and
laundry. 2/bdrm. - $675 mo.
1/bdrm - $500. mo. Manager in
apt. 10 or call 293-9840.

SCHOLARSHIPS
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
"Shadowhawk Enterprises" will
find it for you. Recorded
message gives details.
510-490.2685 ext. 112.

ROOM TO ROAM!
Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space
in our huge 2 bedroom condos. FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE for all
Split Master Suites, W/D, A/C. levels regardless of grades or
& more. Woodland Meadow, income. 1.800499.3597 dept. 570.
408-441-7600.

TRAVEL
DO EUROPE
$269 ANYTIME!
If you’re a little flexible, we can
help you beat the airline’s prices.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
AIRHITCHS 4184134-9192
Airhttchenetcorn.com
REALLY CHEAP TRAVEL
Discount Airline Tickers
International / Domestic
Student Packages Available
Mexico, Hawaii, Disney.
Call for Lowest Fares
Everywhere, all the time.
Great American Traveler
408.984.6607.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247.7486.
HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?
Say no more! Come to Muiticuts
Beauty Salon. We guarantee the
Best Haircuts, Styles. Perms and
the Best Customer Service in town.
Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. &
receive a discount on any service.
Multicuts is located inside The
Muttpurtural Center, 605 S. 2rid St.,
corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome,
or call now for appt. 297-7589.
Ask for Ana, a Professional Stylist
for cher 12 years. English/Spanish.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available.
Mastersons Word Processing,
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.

50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1995.
4083793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell. CA 95008.

FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers,
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
Ajob sell done- always. Call Jane at
Perfect Paper, (408)937-0373.

ENTERTAINMENT
ENTERTAINMENT LINE
Sports
Finance / Stocks

Horoscopes

Soap Operas
1-900-656-6000 ext 6735
$2.99 per min. 18+ yrs.
procall co. (602) 954.7420.

AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad hare. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

DEEDEJOODODOECHICH=DOODOCIDOECIDEF1
EEMOOODEICECODOODOOOMOCIODECED
ODOODOODOEIEDOEIEJEIDECOMEEDOODEIEJ
DOODOEIDOODOODO711FFIFFIFT1D7ME7111[11
Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
On*
Two
Days
Day
$7
3 linos
$5
4 lines
$6
$11
$7
$9
5 linos
$10
$8
6 linos
$1 for each additional line

Twee
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days

$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, net. Inatome by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Ackkm

c.ih, sumo
Phone

Send check Or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San AMP, CA 951924149
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Acorn 209
Deadline 10 00 a m Iwo weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid U No relunds on cancelled ads
IN Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (40111)111318-3277

Please check /
one classification:
_,,ampus aues _HerHal Housing
Greek Messages _Shared Housing*
_Events*
_Real Estate
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found** _Health/E3eauty
_Ride Share*
_Volunteers*
For Same *
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment*
_Electronics*
_Travel
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Word Processing
_Opportunities
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these c(assifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
D8H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Clots) Projects, Resumes. Letters.
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser IL All formats. specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed!
Wary:See, dependable, and prompt
service. To mold dIsapportmai, call
now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8arn-8pm). Plus
SineAddltIonal 10hPreReferrall

DAILY
CROS SWORD
a tl.ill’er., Will

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
34
39
41
42
43
46
47
48
50
53
54

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES .gOR ..A770NAL

NORMA’S TYPING SERVICE
Evening/Weekend appts. Avail.
Fax Modem/HP LaserPnnting
Resumes. Letters. Theses,
Spreadsheets, Copying. etc.
I CAN MEET YOUR TYRNG NEEDS
Low charge by page
Amitgole grytme after 12m
call (408) 238.5089.

55
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60
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65
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San Jose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

CFA: Chancellor’s proposal unworkable, Kurzweil says
From page 1
that is not only standard in private industry but at most universities in the country."
Kurzweil said past merit proposals such as this have been
utterly foolish and unworkable.
The effect of what is going on
is extremely irresponsible," Kurzweil said, and it’s as if the chancellor’s office is coming after this
set of issues with a meat axe."
Also at issue is Munitz’s plan
to decrease merit pay from 5
percent to 2.3 percent and to
increase the steps faculty must
traverse toward this merit pay

from 20 to 35.
The current 5 percent step
increas means that most faculty reach the top step of the pay
scale after 12 years, but a 35step salary schedule could
mean that many newer faculty
would never reach the top step.
"One of the things wrong with
this contract that they are trying
to impose on us is that it gives
the people at the very top of the
salary ladder more steps to go
up," said Kenneth Peter, an SJSU

professor in the political science
department since 1990.
"The senior faculty who have
been here for a long time, who
had all the advantages in the
CSU when times were good, will
get more, while the junior faculty members will be given a
salary scale that goes up half as
fast," Peter said.
Junior
faculty
members
include those who are first
hired into SJSU as assistant professors. If these professors pass

a set of reviews, they are hired
as associate professors, before
gaining tenure and becoming
full professors.
Currently, faculty members
who work 10 months of the
year, which is 90 percent of the
teaching staff, earn from $31,700
to $60,960. For the 10 percent
who work year-round, the annual range is $36,500 to $70,300.
"What they are proposing is
nuts," Kurzweil said. "But it’s
not nuts for someone like me,

because I’m at the top of the
pay scale and even though I
could use some more money,
the gross impact is going to be
felt by the younger faculty.
"They will start to feel angry,
demoralized and discouraged,"
he said, "and they may start
looking for Jobs in other places."
Wen-Shu Lee was an assistant
professor until she was promoted to associate professor last
year in the communication studies department, but says she

never received her step increase.
"Every year I passed the
review, and after the review
process I was supposed to get a
step increase," Lee said. "That’s
the reason I’m really upset
because I lived up to my end of
the contract, but they didn’t live
up to their end.
"We’re not looking for a gold
mine or a luxurious lifestyle,"
Lee said, "but rather a decent
rate to keep up with cost-of-living increases."

Dachau
survivors
remember
liberation
LOS ANGELES (AP) Some
in the audience wept and some
held their heads high Sunday as
a Japanese-American battalion
and Dachau survivors recalled
the liberation of the first Nazi
Germany concentration camp
50 years ago.
U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye, DHawaii, a member of the all
Japanese-American 442nd Regimental Combat Team during
World War II, told the audience
that when U.S. forces liberated
prisoners from Dachau, they
could not believe what they saw.
"The temporary shock of seeing each other must have been
profound," Inouye said. "The
sudden liberators had no idea
that a camp of this nature existed and that there were many
others located throughout
Germany."
Inouye was among the more
than 500 people who gathered
outside the Japanese American
National Museum in the city’s
Little Tokyo district to commemorate the efforts of the
famed 522nd Field Artillery
Battalion. The battalion, which
included Japanese-American
and Jewish soldiers, helped liberate Dachau on April 29, 1945.
Inouye, who lost his right arm
during combat in Italy, said
both Japanese-Americans and
Jews had similar experiences in
the war.
"Both were victims of bigotry
and racism, and ethnic and religious discrimination," he said.
"Obviously, the group in prison
garb suffered more violently
and intensely. But many of the
men in uniform had volunteered for military service from
behind barbed-wired fences of
prison-like internment camps ...
The crime of one was being
Jewish. The crime of the other
was being Japanese."
Janina Cywinska, a Catholic
Pole who was taken to Dachau
when she was 10 because her
father aided Jews, was rescued
by Japanese-American soldiers
of the 522nd Battalion minutes
before being executed by Nazis.
"I will forever love you," she
told members of the battalion as
some of them wiped tears away.
"Why? Because you have given
me and thousands of others life."
She graphically described the
chilling, horrific years she spent
in the concentration camp.
"My job was to pull bodies
out and line them up," she said.
"I picked up a baby who was
still breathing and I gave her
mouth-to-mouth. A Nazi saw me
and blew the baby’s head off."
One day, she recalled, a Nazi
walked up and grabbed her. She
and the other prisoners knew it
was the end for them. They
were all blindfolded and placed
along a wall. All the German soldiers men had their machine
guns readied, but she never
heard the cocking of the guns.
"A man jumped up because
he was short and pulled it off,"
she said of her blindfold. "I
thought, now the Japanese are
going to kill me."
They told her and the other
prisoners that they were
Americans and that they were
there to save them
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D;c1; coi1e4 kls 10C4\ pkone
Company to ask .co r. AT&T
Ion., distance.

See 4061, Dick f4ves ui tibe re4/ iverhi i49it4 ATAT.
Alla True Savings"
Dick is calling everyone
to tell them his new phone
number especially Jane.
He’s saving with AT&T
True Savings." It’s perfect
for calling anyone, anytime,
anywhere in the U.S.A. He
just spends as
;Lk4little as $10 a
. ’ month on
r) (,... -) qualifying
calls, to save
25%. And
$50 a month means 30% off
AT&T basic rates. Best part
no fees, no lists and no
hassles,
To sign up...
Dial 1800-225-3733

AIM True
Connections"’
Dick moved a lot as a
student, but that was just
the beginning, Now he’ll
be on the move and on the
road more than he ever
imagined. With his 500
number he’ll always be in
touch with Jane or anyone
else, no matter where he
might be. Plus, every time
he moves, it’ll follow him
to almost anywhere.’
lb sign up...
Dial 1 800-ATT1500
I

Alkl’ Digital
Answering
System 1750
Now Dick will get all of his
important messages like
the one’s from Jane. They’re
recorded on a microchip
no tapes to deal with. He
can selectively save and
delete messages, it’s much
safer than his roommate’s
selective memory Best of
all, 3 mailboxes means his
roommates won’t erase his
messages by mistake.’
To order..
Dial 1 800-582-5970
exl. 5820
Reg $129.99
Sale $89.99

Doki sLirry, Le Lo c451
See Dick tdike oi4t J4he...041 t44t’s 4mot4er story.
AmaYour True Choicer

ARO’ Cordless
Telephone 4725
See Dick get around his
new apartment without
getting the phone cord
snagged. He remembers
Jane’s number luckily
the phone remembers 9
other numbers for him.
Plus, there is virtually
no static due to AT&T’s
advanced technology’
To order..
Dial 1 800-582-.5970
ext. 5820
Reg $99.99
Sale $59.99

